


INSIGNIA was a
combination of both
Technical and Pop
Culture events that
aimed at inculcating the
idea of teamwork and
also inducing more
knowledge on technical
related fields. 

It also aimed at
encouraging students
who showed interest in
Competitive coding as
well.
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INSIGNIA EVENT 1 - Ingenious

INSIGNIA

This was a Technology event which consisted
of Technology and coding perspective of
Insignia and was designed to cater to the
students who were interested in competitive
coding. 

Over 50 participants participated in the Round 1
out of which 44 were shortlisted for the final
round which was a pair coding algorithm
round wherein the participants thoroughly
enjoyed and understood how important
teamwork is.

EVENT 2 - Kaleidoscope
 

Kaleidoscope consisted of the pop culture
perspective of Insignia and was mainly
focused on catering to students who were
interested in pop culture. 

This event consisted of two rounds wherein
the first round was an Emoji Quiz and the
second round was a team based round
wherein the participants where divided into
a group of two and were asked to guess
the current references of pop culture 
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TECHNOVERSE was an entirely
Tech based event that was
aimed at students who wanted
to showcase their knowledge in
Technology and also tested
their abilities in the current
Technology and it's affairs.

TECHNOVERSE
ROUND 1 - Scavenger Hunt

TECHNOVERSE

This was the online version of Scavenger
Hunt which is a competitive game that
tests students based on the time as well as
giving them Technical Scenarios. The top
ten participants were shortlisted for the
next round.

ROUND 2 - Logo Quiz
 

The second round consisted of the
participants answering an MCQ quiz about
various logos of corporate and technology
giants. 
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FASCINATING BUSINESS FACTS
"Yahoo" is an acronym for "Yet Another Hierarchical Officious Oracle."
Apple's iPad retina display is actually manufactured by Samsung.
Marvel Comics once owned the rights to the word "zombie."
Amazon.com employees spend two days every two years working at the
customer service desk — even the CEO — in order to help all workers
understand the customer service process.
Starbucks spends more on health care insurance for its employees ($300
million) than on coffee beans.
Google was originally known as BackRub.
Facebook is mostly blue because Mark Zuckerberg is red-green colorblind.
The arrow in the Amazon logo points from A to Z, highlighting the retailer's
wide range of products.
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http://netforbeginners.about.com/od/internet101/f/yahoostory.htm
http://www.wired.com/gadgetlab/2012/04/samsung-tablet-ipad-retina-display/
http://www.abebooks.com/blog/index.php/2009/11/02/10-facts-you-didnt-know-about-marvel-comics/
http://www.quora.com/Amazon/What-are-some-mind-blowing-facts-about-Amazon
http://www.fastcompany.com/1648898/sustainability-faceoff-mcdonalds-vs-starbucks

